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“There is a vast separating, a profound crisis, going on, both in individual lives—above 

all in the lives of Christians—and in the world at large.”  This is both the opening thought and 

the dominant theme of Christ and Crisis, giving unity to the seven meditations on the state of the 

world. 

Charles Malik’s authority on the subject derives from his having been president of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, in which position he was intensely involved in the 

crisis.  He speaks to the Church as a layman in fresh, contemporary language, noticeably and 

effectively free from cliché.  That branch of the Church in which Malik has his place also has its 

effect on his writing.  A member of the Orthodox Church, he sounds forth a mystical tone 

throughout.  This constitutes the book’s uniqueness and its greatest attraction both in style and 

content.  Occasionally, this becomes dubious speculation, as when Malik contends that men die 

many “actual physical death(s)” from which Christ revives them without their knowing it, but the 

main impression is one of rare grandeur—Christ of the Church sifts the world in powerful 

judgment. 

In his two central observations of and charges to the Church, the author rises to lofty 

heights in the one case, and falls into dismal depths in the other.  With a courage infrequently 

displayed in our time, he demands a “Churchly” isolation.  “The Church cannot compromise her 

integrity by assuming responsibility for the fortunes or misfortunes of the world.”  “The Church 

should never meddle in political affairs” nor make “the truth of the Gospel dependent upon the 

fortunes…of systems and regimes and persons.” 

In regard to that movement, however, which Dr. Malik views as important “above every 

other contemporary excitement,” the ecumenical movement, he errs quite grievously in analysis.  

He sees the various mergers and Church Councils to be the greatest source of hope for Christians 

in our time and the clearest evidence of the operation of the Holy Spirit.  If Malik would take 

seriously – and a life-and-death matter is serious – his own final verdict that “unity (is) above 

every other consideration, except the consideration of the truth,” he must see the ecumenical 

frenzy to be just the opposite. 
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